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1.  Introduction 

• Modals are heavily context dependent (Kratzer 1977, et seq.); variability is formalized by a 
contextual parameter dubbed the conversational background, which has two parts: 
1. Modal base: determines accessible worlds quantified over 
2. Ordering source: restricts the modal base (i) by ranking worlds in a contextually 

determined way and (ii) by restricting the quantification domain to one end of the 
ranking 

• General picture surrounding English modals:  
‣ Generally compatible with all contextually-determined conversational backgrounds 

(though there are idiosyncratic exceptions: can can’t be epistemic) 
‣ Lexically fixed quantificational force (e.g., must and have to are always necessity modals) 

• But St’át’imcets (Northern Interior Salish; British Columbia) has it the other way: 
‣ Modals lexically restrict varieties of conversational background 
‣ Variable quantificational force is determined contextually (to be formalized below) 

• The goal: an analysis of St’át’imcets modals along the lines of specific plural indefinites 
1. Modal base B is contextually determined (i.e., not in the syntax) 
2. A modal takes as argument a choice function variable f, which selects a subset of 

accessible worlds determined by B(w) 
3. Modal force variability is epiphenomenal — the choice function can choose differently 

sized subsets of accessible worlds 

2.  Overview of St’át’imcets modals 

• Three modals in St’át’imcets are the main focus of this paper: k’a (epistemic), kelh (future), 
ka (deontic/irrealis) 

2.1  Epistemic k’a 

• The use of k’a requires inference over indirect evidence, but can vary between epistemic 
necessity and possibility: 

(1) Context: You have a headache that won’t go away, so you go to the doctor. All the tests 
 show negative. There is nothing wrong, so it must just be tension. 
 nilh k’a lh(el)-(t)-en-s-wá(7)-(a)  ptinus-em-sút 
 FOC INFER from-DET-1SG.POSS-NOM-IMPF-DET think-MID-OOC 
 ‘It must be from my worrying.’ 

‣ epistemic necessity 
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(2) wa7 k’a séna7  qsenúxw 
 IMPF INFER COUNTER sick 
 ‘He may be sick’ 
 Context: Maybe that’s why he’s not here. 

‣ epistemic possibility 

• k’a can occur in constructions of the form k’a φ, k’a ψ 

(3) k’a lh-zúqw-as  tu7 ni7 na núkw-a 
 INFER COMP-die-3CONJ then DEM DET other-DET 
 qelhmín smúlhats k’a lh-mím’c-as  tu7 nka7 
 old.person woman  INFER COMP-move-3CONJ then where 
 ‘Maybe the other old woman died or maybe she moved elsewhere’  

• k’a can be neither deontic (4) nor circumstantial (5) 

(4) nilh  k’a  kw  s-Henry  wa7  pegwpegwtsám’ 
 FOC INFER DET NOM-Henry IMPF knock.repeatedly 
 Unavailable: ‘Henry should/ought to knock’ 

(5) wa7 k’a ri7p ku káwkew kents7á 
 IMPF INFER grow DET sagebrush around.here 
 ‘Sagebrush may be growing around here’ 
 Unavailable: ‘Sagebrush canCIRC grow around here’ 

2.2  Future kelh 

(6) táyt-kan  kelh 
 hungry-1SG.SUBJ FUT 
 ‘*I was hungry / *I am hungry / I will be hungry’ 

• Unlike English will, kelh does not allow dispositional readings (Sarah will sometimes play 
loud music to annoy her mother) nor non-future epistemic readings (John left an hour ago, 
so he’ll be home by now). 

• kelh, like k’a, allows variable quantificational force: 

(7) nilh kelh aylh ti tsláoyam-a  cuz’  qwal’el’t-mín-an 
 FOC FUT then DET 1st.of.July-DET  going.to speak-RED-1SG.ERG 
 ‘Now I’m gonna talk about the First of July celebrations’ 
 Context: speaker immediately starts talking about the celebrations 

‣ future necessity 

(8) Context: You are robbing a house with your friend and you tell him ‘Hurry, a   
 policeman might come!’ It’s not that you know there’s a policeman or you see a 
 policeman coming, you are just nervous that one might come. 
 xwem-en-tsút  malh!  ts7as kelh ku plísmen! 
 fast-DIR-REFL  ADHORT come FUT DET policeman 
 ‘Hurry! A policeman might come!’ 

‣ future possibility 
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2.3  Deontic/irrealis ka 

• ka has variable quantificational force: 

(9) Context: I don’t remember if we ate the rabbits or not. 
 t’u7 wa7 ka n-scwákwekw-a ts’áqw-an’-em  nilh (t) 
 but IMPF DEON 1SG.POSS-heart-DET eat-DIR-1PL.ERG FOC (DET) 
 s-pápt-s-a   wa7 tecwecw-wít lh-as  kwís-alt 
 NOM-always-3POSS-DET IMPF increase-3PL COMP-3CONJ fall-child 
 i sqweyíts-a 
 DET.PL rabbit-det 
 ‘But I think we had to eat them because they were always having babies’ 

‣ deontic necessity 

(10) wa7 ka s-lep’  i k’ún7-a ku pála7 máqa7 
 IMPF DEON STAT-bury DET.PL fish.egg-DET DET one snow 
 ‘The eggs can stay in the ground for a year’ 
 Consultant’s Comment: “As long as one year. Some just stay buried for three months.” 

‣ deontic possibility 

• ka can also occur in a variety of irrealis constructions: 
‣ counterfactual conditionals 
‣ particular future conditionals 
‣ counterfactual wishes 

• These irrealis uses share the variable quantificational force seen elsewhere 

2.4 Universal quantification as default 

• Universal quantification seems to be the default with St’át’imcets k’a, kelh, and ka 
‣ Textual examples of kelh have vastly more universal interpretations 
‣ With ka, translations using universal quantificational force are preferred 

• St’át’imcets has a way of overtly marking existential interpretations: the adverb sxek ‘maybe’ 

3. Analysis: choice functions and variable force 

• We saw in 2.1—2.3 that k’a, kelh, and ka have variable quantificational force, and we saw in 
2.4 that the universal interpretation is preferred 

• Hypothesis space for St’át’imcets modals: 

1. Lexical ambiguity: each modal is ambiguous between universal and existential readings 
‣ Theoretically uninteresting, and misses a generalization about systematicity 
‣ Violates Occam’s Razor by needlessly multiplying senses (cf. Grice 1975) 
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2. Underspecification: each modal is underspecified for modal strength 
‣ Logical problem: universal entails existential, so the (underspecified) lexical entry would 

have to be the existential one, equivalent to option 3. 

3. Strengthening: modals are lexically existential, but are sometimes pragmatically  
strengthened 

‣ The idea here is that the Maxim of Quantity requires speakers to make the most 
informative contribution possible, so the use of ∃ implicates ¬∀ 

‣ Immediate problem: there is only one lexical item for each modal flavor 
‣ Second problem: with a scalar implicature ∃ should implicate ¬∀, but the fact of the 

matter is that in St’át’imcets ∀ often applies, and is usually the default interpretation 
‣ A strengthening story cannot be saved by the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis (Dalrymple 

et al. 1998), whereby strong readings are default but get blocked if the strongest meaning 
leads to a contradiction. This is because the same modal statement can lead to two 
different modal strengths depending on context, and neither of these is contradictory in 
its context. 

4. Weakening: modals are lexically universal, but are sometimes pragmatically weakened 
‣ This will be spelled out in the remainder of this section 

3.1 Precedent: QDP domain restriction 

• Domain restriction for QDPs: Everybody smiled does not mean everyone in the entire 
universe smiled, rather the quantifier is implicitly restricted 
‣ ∀x[[person(x) ∧ R(x)] → smiled(x)] , where R receives its value from context and 

restricts the domain of quantification 

3.2  Core proposal: modals as specific indefinites 

• Rullman et al. : modals are akin to specific plural indefinites, in that their quantificational 
force is restricted 

• Restriction is formalized by way of a choice function which operates on B(w) 

(11) A function f of type <st,st> is a modal choice function iff for any set of worlds W,  
 f(W) ⊆ W and f(W) ≠ Ø 

• Standard treatment of possibility modals: 
‣ ∃w’ [w’ ∈ B(w) ∧ p(w’)] 

• The claim is that the expression above is functionally equivalent to the following: 
‣  ∀w’ [w’ ∈ f(B(w)) → p(w’)] 

• St’át’imcets modals take a Kratzerian modal base B, which is restricted by f 
‣ All modals universally quantify over f(B(w)) 
‣ B is assumed to be given by context, while f is represented in the LF 
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• Example: 

(12) qwatsáts-kacw ka   
 leave-2SG.SUBJ  DEON 
 ‘Maybe you should leave’ 
LF: [ [ kaB f ] qwatsáts-kacw ] 

• General semantics for St’át’imcets modals (individual entries to be explored below): 

(13)   ⟦MODAL⟧c,w is only defined if c provides a modal base B 
 ⟦MODAL⟧c,w = λf<st,st> . λp<s,t> . ∀w’ [w’ ∈ f(B(w)) → p(w’)] 

• Variable quantificational force is derived through f 
‣ f can be the identity function — i.e., f(B(w)) = B(w) — in the case of “universal” force 

3.3  Individual modals 

• ka: 

(14)   ⟦ka⟧c,w is only defined if c provides a deontic modal base B 
 ⟦ka⟧c,w = λf<st,st> . λp<s,t> . ∀w’ [w’ ∈ f(B(w)) → p(w’)] 

• k’a (to be revised): 

(15)   ⟦k’a⟧c,w is only defined if c provides an epistemic modal base B 
 ⟦k’a⟧c,w = λf<st,st> . λp<s,t> . ∀w’ [w’ ∈ f(B(w)) → p(w’)] 

• kelh: 
‣ Recall kelh has only temporal interpretation (not dispositional) 

(16)   ⟦kelh⟧c,w,t is only defined if c provides an circumstantial modal base B 
 ⟦kelh⟧c,w = λf<st,st> . λp<s,t> . ∀w’ [w’ ∈ f(B(w)(t)) → ∃t’ [t<t’ ∧ p(w’)(t’)]] 

• This definition of kelh correctly derives the will/might contrast: 
‣ Circumstantial modal bases are realistic — w ∈ f(B(w)(t)) for all worlds w and times t 
‣ If f is the identity function, ‘kelh φ’ entails: φ is true in w at t’ 
‣ If f returns a proper subset of B(w)(t), kelh φ’ does not entail: φ is true in w at t’ 

3.5  Existential closure of f 

• Are choice function variables are free, or existentially closed? 
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‣ Compare Kratzer (1998); Reinhart (1997) and Winter (1997); Matthewson (1999) 

• Rullmann et al. assume f can be closed (hence they write f into the syntax)  
‣ The crucial data involve the k’a φ, k’a ψ constructions like in (3), repeated in (17): 

(17) k’a lh-zúqw-as  tu7 ni7 na núkw-a 
 INFER COMP-die-3CONJ then DEM DET other-DET 
 qelhmín smúlhats k’a lh-mím’c-as  tu7 nka7 
 old.person woman  INFER COMP-move-3CONJ then where 
 ‘Maybe the other old woman died or maybe she moved elsewhere’  

‣ ∃f ∀w’ [w’ ∈ f(B(w)(t)) → the woman died in w’] ∧ ∃f ∀w’ [w’ ∈ f(B(w)(t)) → the woman 
moved elsewhere in w’] 

‣ Rullmann et al. are going the extra mile by writing in existential closure here; the worry 
they’re trying to alleviate is that the two choice functions would be co-valued 

‣ For comparison: ∀w’ [w’ ∈ f(B(w)(t)) → the woman died in w’] ∧ ∀w’ [w’ ∈ f(B(w)(t)) → 
the woman moved elsewhere in w’] 

3.6  Modals and negation 

• Negation is “a main predicate which takes a subordinate nominalized clause” (p. 343); 
modals are realized as second-position clitics and assumed to take scope over negation 

(18) Context: His car isn’t there, so he might be out, but maybe someone else took his car so  
 it’s also possible that he’s home. 
 cw7aoz k’a k-wa-s   wá7 
 NEG  INFER DET-IMPF-3POSS be 
 ‘Maybe he’s not there’ 

‣ (18) illustrates ∃ > NEG 

• The wide scope of modals can be maintained: what looks like negation scoping over an 
existential can be analyzed as a universal over negation (logically equivalent): 

(19) aoz k’a k-wa-s   Sylvia ku xílh-tal’i 
 NEG INFER DET-IMPF-3POSS Sylvia DET do(CAUS)-TOP 
 ‘It wasn’t Sylvia who did it’ 
 (Speaker is fairly certain) 

• Aside: examples of the form maybe φ, maybe ¬ φ are the strongest evidence for weak 
readings; see (20): 

(20) nás-an  ha kelh,  cq7áoz-as kelh 
 go-1SG.CONJ YNQ FUT NEG-3CONJ FUT 
 ‘Maybe I’ll go, maybe not’ 
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4. Other modals: -an’ (perceptual evidence) and ku7 (reportative evidence) 

• -an’ and ku7 are epistemic, like k’a (Matthewson et al. 2007)  

• -an’ carries a presupposition of perceived evidence: 

(21) Context: You had five pieces of ts’wan (wind-dried salmon) left when you checked  
 yesterday. Today, you go to get some ts’wan to make soup and you notice they are all  
 gone. You are not sure who took them, but you know that John is the person in your  
 household who really loves ts’wan and usually eats lots of whenever he gets a chance. 
a. ts’aqw-an’-ás k’a i ts’wán-a   kw s-John 
 eat-DIR-3ERG INFER DET.PL wind.dried.salmon-DET DET NOM-John 
 ‘John must have eaten the ts’wan’ 

b.    ?? ts’aqw-an’-ás-an’  i ts’wán-a   kw s-John 
 eat-DIR-3ERG-PERC.EVD DET.PL wind.dried.salmon-DET DET NOM-John 
 ‘John apparently ate the ts’wan’ 

• Perceived evidence is a subset of inferential evidence 

• k’a, revised: 

(22)   ⟦k’a⟧c,w is only defined if c provides an epistemic modal base B such that for all   
  worlds w’, w’ ∈ B(w) iff the inferential evidence in w holds in w’. 
 ⟦k’a⟧c,w = λf<st,st> . λp<s,t> . ∀w’ [w’ ∈ f(B(w)) → p(w’)] 

• -an’ : 

(23) ⟦-an’ ⟧c,w is only defined if c provides an epistemic modal base B such that for all  
   worlds w’, w’ ∈ B(w) iff the perceived evidence in w holds in w’. 
 ⟦-an’ ⟧c,w = λf<st,st> . λp<s,t> . ∀w’ [w’ ∈ f(B(w)) → p(w’)] 

• The universal preference is stronger for -an’ and ku7 than other modals. Why? 

5.  Conclusion: crosslinguistic implications  

• Recall: 
‣ English modals: lexically specified quantificational force, variable modal base 
‣ St’át’imcets modals: lexically specified modal base, variable quantificational force 

(24)   You must leave now.  DEONTIC  ka  
   He must have left by now. EPISTEMIC  k’a / -an’ / ku7 
   We must all die.  CIRCUMSTANTIAL kelh 

5.1 Quantificational strength 

• The view developed here can be extended to English modal strength 
‣ English strong modals either …  

1. … involve no choice functions at all 
2. … take a choice function argument, but lexically restrict f to the identity function 
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• If one assumes option 2., it’s easy to derive the facts of English weak modals with a Horn 
scale and the Gricean Maxim of Quantity 

5.3 Inverse correlation between base selection and quantificational force? 

(25)    selective modal base  unselective modal base 
 specified force  (Javanese)?   English 
 unspecified force St’át’imcets   ? 

• “[N]othing in the analysis we have provided predicts such a correlation.” (p. 353) 

• Challenges for crosslinguistic comparison 
‣ Modal base selection and quantificational force are rarely studied side-by-side 
‣ Evidentiality has often been excluded from studies of modality 
‣ Modality and evidentiality are subsumed under “mood”, an often paradigmatic 

distinction 

• One broad trend seems to be that languages which lexically distinguish quantificational force 
(like English) are rare compared to languages which lexically distinguish flavor 
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